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Agenda

• Welcome
  • Newcomers?
• NWFLUG Project
• Main Topic: Elementary OS
  • OS
  • Hardware
• Monthly Pick
• Wrap up
  • Next Meeting
Welcome

• Sign in Sheet
• Newcomers?
  • Photos
NWFLUG Project

- Prize Sponsorship
  - Updates from Rand F. and Jimmy T. for proposal

- Fundraising Deadline
Elementary OS

Elementary OS
A fast and open replacement for Windows and OS X

“elementary OS is different... a beautiful and powerful operating system that will run well even on old PCs”

“a fast, low-maintenance platform that can be installed virtually anywhere”

“Lightweight and fast... Completely community-based, and has a real flair for design and appearances.”

nwflug.org
Elementary OS

• https://elementary.io
• Started 2011, Beta 2014
• Stable 0.3.2, Latest 0.4

• Based on Ubuntu
  • Ubuntu 16.04
  • 32 and 64-Bit
• Designed to be Clean and Elegant
  • Pantheon – built from Vala and GTK3
Monthly Pick

• Linux Action Show
  • By Jupiter Broadcasting
• Weekly Episodes
  • http://jupiterbroadcasting.com/show/linuxactionshow/

• Your Picks!

A weekly show that covers the best in the open source and Linux world. Get a solid dose of Linux, gadgets, howto, reviews, and news every week!
Wrap Up

• Around the Room
• Website: https://nwflug.org/
• Mug Shots?

• Next Month’s Meeting
  • September 5th, Frank Mahala